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Evidence for selection on coloration
in a Panamanian poison frog:
a coalescent-based approach
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Kyle Summers1*

INTRODUCTION

The evolution and maintenance of colour polymorphisms

within species has emerged as an important focus of attention

within evolutionary biology (Gray & McKinnon, 2007).

Research on such polymorphisms has enhanced our under-

standing of the evolutionary forces that maintain phenotypic

variation in nature (Magurran, 1998; Kapan, 2001; Sinervo
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ABSTRACT

Aim The strawberry poison frog, Oophaga pumilio, has undergone a remarkable

radiation of colour morphs in the Bocas del Toro archipelago in Panama. This

species shows extreme variation in colour and pattern between populations that

have been geographically isolated for < 10,000 years. While previous research has

suggested the involvement of divergent selection, to date no quantitative test has

examined this hypothesis.

Location Bocas del Toro archipelago, Panama.

Methods We use a combination of population genetics, phylogeography and

phenotypic analyses to test for divergent selection in coloration in O. pumilio.

Tissue samples of 88 individuals from 15 distinct populations were collected.

Using these data, we developed a gene tree using the mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA) d-loop region. Using parameters derived from our mtDNA phylogeny,

we predicted the coalescence of a hypothetical nuclear gene underlying

coloration. We collected spectral reflectance and body size measurements on 94

individuals from four of the populations and performed a quantitative analysis of

phenotypic divergence.

Results The mtDNA d-loop tree revealed considerable polyphyly across

populations. Coalescent reconstructions of gene trees within population trees

revealed incomplete genotypic sorting among populations. The quantitative

analysis of phenotypic divergence revealed complete lineage sorting by colour, but

not by body size: populations showed non-overlapping variation in spectral

reflectance measures of body coloration, while variation in body size did not

separate populations. Simulations of the coalescent using parameter values

derived from our empirical analyses demonstrated that the level of sorting among

populations seen in colour cannot reasonably be attributed to drift.

Main conclusions These results imply that divergence in colour, but not body

size, is occurring at a faster rate than expected under neutral processes. Our study

provides the first quantitative support for the claim that strong diversifying

selection underlies colour variation in the strawberry poison frog.

Keywords

Aposematism, Bocas del Toro, coalescence, coloration, Dendrobates, Dendro-

batidae, mate choice, Oophaga pumilio, polymorphism, selection.
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et al., 2001; Munday et al., 2003) and that contribute to

speciation (Jiggins et al., 2001; Seehausen et al., 2003).

One of the most extreme examples of colour polymorphism

in vertebrates occurs in the Bocas del Toro archipelago in

western Panama, where the strawberry poison frog, Oophaga

pumilio (Schmidt, 1857), has diverged from a widespread

mainland phenotype with a red dorsum and blue legs, into a

bewildering array of colours, including orange, yellow, green,

blue and black and white morphs, with various forms of

melanistic patterning (Fig. 1a; Daly & Myers, 1967; Summers

et al., 1997). The evolutionary processes that generated this

variation are poorly understood. The biogeography of this

polymorphism – with divergent phenotypes mostly restricted

to separate islands – suggests a major role for neutral processes.

Possibly, the combination of restricted gene flow and reduced

population sizes has been sufficient to generate the current

distribution of phenotypes, through the random fixation and

loss of colour pattern variants across populations.

However, reconstructions of the formation of the Bocas del

Toro archipelago suggest that separation of the islands from

the mainland began < 10,000 years ago and was not completed

until as little as 1000 years ago (Summers et al., 1997;

Anderson & Handley, 2002; Wang & Shaffer, 2008). Accord-

ingly, several molecular phylogeographic studies indicate that

the different populations of O. pumilio in the archipelago are

extremely similar genetically (Summers et al., 1997; Hagemann

& Pröhl, 2007; Rudh et al., 2007; Wang & Shaffer, 2008).

Several authors have therefore argued that the extreme speed

of this divergence suggests the involvement of divergent

selection on coloration, rather than neutral diversification due

to drift (Summers et al., 1997; Rudh et al., 2007; Wang &

Shaffer, 2008).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a) A map of the Bocas del Toro

archipelago, Panama, with photos of an

individual representative of the focal popu-

lations of Oophaga pumilio in this study.

(b) A ‘contained tree’ representing the

coalescence of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)

haplotypes for one of the set of most parsi-

monious gene trees within a population tree

for the four populations of O. pumilio anal-

ysed in this study (‘contained tree’ topology

is from Hagemann & Pröhl, 2007). The lack

of reciprocal monophyly of mtDNA haplo-

types across populations is consistent across

the set of most parsimonious trees.
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Adaptive explanations for the colour divergence in O. pumi-

lio invoke major roles for natural selection and sexual

selection, or some combination thereof (Summers et al.,

1997, 1999; Rudh et al., 2007). Since O. pumilio coloration is

subject to predator selection (Saporito et al., 2007a), spatial

variation in predators or habitat features could exert divergent

natural selection on coloration. This seems plausible given the

evidence for diversifying natural selection in another dendro-

batid, Dendrobates tinctorius. In this species coloration does

not covary with genetic differentiation or geographic distance

(Noonan & Gaucher, 2006; Wollenberg et al., 2008), but it is

subject to strong selection from avian predators (Noonan &

Comeault, 2009). Alternatively, divergence in aposematic

coloration may be driven by sexual selection, due to variation

among populations in female colour preferences, which in turn

may be driven by selection (e.g. sensory drive) or genetic drift.

Recent theoretical work supports the possibility of this latter

scenario, in which drift in female preference and sexual

selection on colour combine in a process of ‘coupled drift’ (S.

J. Tazzyman & Y. Iwasa, unpublished data). The involvement

of sexual selection is supported by several studies (Summers

et al., 1999; Reynolds & Fitzpatrick, 2007; Maan & Cummings,

2008). This hypothesis also predicts that behavioural isolation

between populations precedes the evolution of reproductive

incompatibility (e.g. Mendelson, 2003), which is consistent

with the observation that frogs from different populations can

interbreed and produce viable offspring (Summers et al.,

2004).

Strong divergent selection can rapidly drive the fixation of

different phenotypic traits in different populations (Kirkpa-

trick & Ravigné, 2002). In this paper we investigate evidence

for an effect of selection on divergence among O. pumilio

populations by testing whether phenotypic traits are fixed and,

if so, whether fixation can be explained by neutral processes or

is better explained by selection. We use a rapidly evolving

molecular marker to investigate the phylogeographic patterns

of divergence across 15 populations of O. pumilio in the Bocas

del Toro archipelago. In four of these populations, we quantify

variation in two phenotypic traits (coloration and body size).

To test for selection, we compare the level of reciprocal

haplotype monophyly displayed by a putatively neutral

molecular marker [i.e. mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) se-

quences] to the level expected for a hypothetical gene

controlling a specific phenotypic trait of interest (Masta &

Maddison, 2002). In our case, the specific trait of interest is

coloration, and genetic control of colour and pattern is

supported by previous cross-breeding experiments (Summers

et al., 2004). This method unites biogeography with phylog-

enetics and population genetics, providing a novel approach to

testing for the action of selection on geographically divergent

phenotypes (Masta & Maddison, 2002).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Frog collection

For genetic analyses, we collected 88 tissue samples (toe tips)

from 15 different populations of O. pumilio between 1999 and

2001 (see Table 1). We used a tissue sample of Oophaga

speciosus from Fortuna as an outgroup in the phylogenetic

analysis. We used a restricted sample of O. pumilio from Cayo

Agua (n = 9), Isla Pastores (n = 9), Isla San Cristóbal (n = 16)

and the Aguacate Peninsula (n = 9) for the analyses of

selection. For phenotypic analyses, 94 individuals of O. pumilio

Table 1 Populations of the 88 individuals of Oophaga pumilio sampled and their corresponding coloration, geographic coordinates of the

study sites within Bocas del Toro archipelago, Panama, and GenBank accession numbers of sequences used in this study. Oophaga speciosa

from Fortuna was used as an outgroup in the phylogenetic analysis.

Population

No.

individuals Primary coloration GPS coordinates

GenBank accession

numbers

Peninsula de Aguacate 9 Blue 9�12.691¢ N, 82�12.199¢ W GU138773–GU138781

Almirante 3 Red 9�13.976¢ N, 82�22.925¢ W GU138782–GU138784

Bastimentos 11 Orange with spotting 9�21.017¢ N, 82�12.728¢ W GU138785–GU138795

Cayo Agua 9 Green 9�8.862¢ N, 82�3.175¢ W GU138796–GU138804

Cayo Roldan 1 Green 9�12.953¢ N, 82�19.431¢ W GU138805

Chiriqui Grande 3 Red 8�55.913¢ N, 82�7.203¢ W GU138806–GU138808

Rio Uyama 2 Black and white 9�10.332¢ N, 82�18.775¢ W GU138842, GU138843

Isla Bocas 10 Green with spots 9�22.932¢ N, 82�15.822¢ W GU138809–GU138818

Isla Pastores 9 Beige green 9�14.048¢ N, 82�20.452¢ W GU138819–GU138823,

GU138836–GU138839

Isla Popa 9 Green 9�9.486¢ N, 82�8.572¢ W GU138824–GU138832

Ojo de Agua 2 Red 9�18.403¢ N, 82�24.746¢ W GU138833, GU138834

Quebrada Pastores 1 Red 9�14.135¢ N, 82�20.457¢ W GU138840

Rambala 1 Black and yellow 8�54.368¢ N, 82�11.135¢ W GU138841

Isla San Cristobal 16 Red with spots 9�16.355¢ N, 82�15.127¢ W GU138844–GU138859

Isla Solarte 2 Orange 9�19.594¢ N, 82�12.568¢ W GU138860, GU138861

Oophaga speciosa, Fortuna 1 Red 8�43.0¢ N, 82�16.0¢ W GU138835
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were captured between 2006 and 2008 from the same four

locations, and brought to the Bocas del Toro Field Station of

the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama (for

sample sizes see Fig. 2). Within 24 h after capture, frogs were

measured (snout–vent length, to the nearest 0.1 mm) and

reflectance spectra collected (see below). After completion of

measurements, frogs were returned to the collection sites

(except when used for subsequent behavioural studies; see

Maan & Cummings, 2008).

Reflectance spectrophotometry and colour metrics

We measured spectral reflectances of O. pumilio dorsal and

ventral regions using a StellarNet EPP2000C UV-VIS spectrom-

eter and a SL-4 xenon lamp, positioning a R400-7 reflectance

fibre with a probe attachment 2.5 mm above the skin.

Spectralon white standard measurements were taken between

each individual to account for lamp drift. Dorsal reflectance

spectra were obtained by averaging measurements of the head,

dorsum and lower dorsum (two measurements per region).

Ventral reflectance spectra were obtained by averaging two

measurements each of the upper throat and belly.

Initial visual inspection of spectral reflectance indicated that

populations showed the greatest variation in three wavebands

(short, 400–450 nm; middle, 500–525 nm; and long, 540–

680 nm). We developed a simple colour metric representing a

composite score of the relative reflectance in each of these

wavebands, thereby collapsing a continuous variable (see

Fig. 2) into a single value that captured the areas of greatest

phenotypic variation and enabled statistical comparison across

populations. This metric evaluates the change in reflectance in

each region (short, middle and long wave) while normalizing

each section to baseline reflectance to eliminate differences in

total reflectance intensity. For each dorsal and ventral reflec-

tance spectrum, we calculated this colour metric as follows,

where R(k) represents the reflectance at each specified wave-

length:

½ðRð450Þ � Rð400ÞÞ=Rð400Þ� þ ½ðRð525Þ � Rð500ÞÞ=Rð500Þ�
þ ½ðRð540Þ � Rð680ÞÞ=Rð540Þ�:

Each individual received a combined colour metric score

(dorsal + ventral). While the specific values of these scores

are not meaningful in themselves, they allow us to test: (1)

whether colour variation between populations exceeds colour

variation within populations; and (2) whether the distribu-

tion of colour variation is non-overlapping between popu-

lations.

Analysis of phenotypic traits

For the analysis of body size variation we included the largest

50% of sampled males and females in each population, to

ensure that all individuals were adults. We compared popu-

lation average values for both body size and colour using

ANOVA and post hoc pairwise comparisons (Tukey’s test). We

considered phenotypic traits to be fixed if their distributions

were non-overlapping across populations.

DNA sequencing and alignment

Tissue collection and storage, DNA extraction and DNA

sequencing followed protocols used by Roberts et al. (2006).

The final phylogenetic data set included 89 individuals from 15

populations (Table 1 and Fig. 3) and contained 875 bp of

mitochondrial d-loop DNA sequence. The d-loop was

amplified using the following primer sets (designed for this

study): DlpPumi1F(GGTGATTGACTGGAATATTCATGTT),

DlpPumi1R(TCTATCTAGCACAATTACCTCATG), DlpPumi2F

(GATTGTAATGACTTTATTCTTTCATT), and DlpPumi2R

(AATTACTGCATAAATTACATACTATG).

Annealing temperatures were 50 �C for the first six cycles

and 55 �C for the following 24 cycles. DNA was sequenced

in both directions and consensus DNA sequences were

aligned using the Probabilistic Alignment Kit (PRANK;

European Bioinformatics Institute, Hinxton, Cambridge,

UK; Löytynoja & Goldman, 2005). Because PRANK

keeps track of gaps introduced into a multiple sequence

alignment, rather than penalizing them, it is expected to

Figure 2 Dorsal and ventral reflectance spectra of the four focal

populations of Oophaga pumilio from the Bocas del Toro archi-

pelago, Panama: Peninsula de Aguacate, Isla Pastores, Cayo Agua

and Isla San Cristobal. Black lines indicate average reflectance

across individuals, grey areas are standard errors.

J. L. Brown et al.
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better resolve information contained within indel events

than other alignment algorithms (i.e. ClustalW; Higgins

et al., 2005).

Phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic analyses were performed using both parsimony

criteria in paup* (Swofford, 2002) and maximum likelihood

(ML) in garli 0.951 (Zwickl, 2006) applying a GTR model of

nucleotide substitution with gamma distributed rate hetero-

geneity and a proportion of invariant sites (as suggested by

Modeltest 3.7; Posada & Crandall, 1998). garli analyses

were repeated 1000 times [each iteration consisted of two

independent searches, and of those, the run with the lowest

likelihood score ()ln) was stored], and bootstrap values were

calculated from the resulting trees.

Testing for selection

We used Tajima’s D-test to determine whether the sequences

are evolving neutrally, and hence were appropriate for our

test of selection. This test compares the average level of

pairwise sequence divergence with the number of segregating

sites for sets of sequences within populations (Tajima, 1989).

A negative value for this statistic indicates the action of

purifying selection, a selective sweep, population expansion

or a complete bottleneck, whereas a positive value is

consistent with the action of diversifying selection, popula-

Figure 3 Maximum likelihood estimate of

population relationships in the Bocas del

Toro Oophaga pumilio populations. The

estimate was derived using a genetic algo-

rithm approach using garli. Numbers above

branches represent bootstrap values based on

1000 replicates. The operational taxonomic

units represent d-loop sequences from

individuals from different populations,

as labelled.
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tion mixing or a partial bottleneck (Nielsen, 2005). We used

Tajima’s D to identify the underlying selection trends of the

mtDNA d-loop sequence (which serves as our baseline for

comparison to evaluate the rate of change in our phenotypic

marker). If we uncover indications of purifying selection

(negative Tajima’s D) this will make our test for selection on

phenotypic properties using coalescent simulations even more

conservative because selection would drive more rapid

coalescence in the mtDNA haplotypes within populations.

In such a scenario, selection on phenotype (colour) must

exhibit even stronger selection (i.e. greater lineage sorting)

than that exhibited by the mtDNA to yield a significant

difference.

To test for a signal of selection, we selected four different

populations: Isla Pastores, Isla San Cristobal, Aguacate Penin-

sula and Cayo Agua. These populations show distinct dorsal

hues (beige-green, red with black spots, blue, and green,

respectively). We chose four populations to reduce simulation

complexity. The particular populations were chosen because

we had good sample sizes for them (both phenotypic and

genetic) and because they are representative of the extreme

variation that occurs between populations of O. pumilio in the

Bocas del Toro archipelago. These populations also represent

the full range of genetic divergence within O. pumilio (see

Results).

The test for selection was implemented in mesquite

version 2.5 (Maddison & Maddison, 2008) and consisted

of the following steps (as outlined in Masta & Maddison,

2002).

1. We estimated the phylogenetic relationships from the four

selected populations using our mitochondrial d-loop dataset.

2. We then used those trees to calculate the number of steps (s)

required to reconcile the gene tree with the population tree,

which provides a measure of the incompleteness of lineage

sorting.

3. These results were compared with simulated mitochondrial

gene trees (of the same population and sample sizes), yielding

an estimate of the time since divergence.

4. Using those results we simulated the coalescence of a

hypothetical nuclear locus that controls phenotype under

neutral divergence and compared these results with the actual

data.

5. Finally, to test for selection in the context of our observed

phylogenetic topology, we estimated the depth of coalescence

using the method of Maddison (1997).

Specifically, we are asking whether alleles at a hypothetical

gene controlling colour have diverged more rapidly (exhibiting

lineage sorting where phenotypic traits are fixed between

populations) than a neutral gene would be expected to do.

If the estimated coalescence of a neutral gene is shallow

(complete lineage sorting) then drift cannot be ruled out as an

explanation for phenotypic divergence. If, however, our

neutral marker exhibits deep coalescence, or coalescence

occurring on a longer time-scale than that of the (hypothetical)

colour gene, this would provide statistical support for selection

over drift driving phenotypic divergence.

Phylogenetic relationships and calculation of the s statistic

(steps 1 and 2)

To infer the set of most parsimonious trees for the mtDNA

sequences from the four populations (n = 43) we used a

maximum parsimony analysis (in paup*). This yielded a set of

81,300 most parsimonious trees. We then reconstructed these

trees as ‘contained trees’ within a population tree, and

calculated the mean value for the s statistic (Slatkin &

Maddison, 1989), given that population tree topology. Fol-

lowing Masta & Maddison (2002), we used two different tree

topologies and two different types of population comparisons

for the analyses of the s statistic. We used a topology identical

to that inferred by Hagemann & Pröhl (2007) in their

phylogenetic study using multiple mtDNA markers, and a

‘star’ topology (i.e. an unresolved polytomy). The use of two

topologies ensures that our measure of coalescence is not

dependent on a specific population tree topology (given that

the ‘correct’ tree topology is currently under debate). For the

population comparisons, we compared all four populations

with each other simultaneously (assuming that each popula-

tion represents fixation of a distinct allele), and we compared

one population with all the others combined (assuming only

one population is fixed for a distinct allele). In the simulta-

neous analysis we examined the coalescence of haplotypes

within each population at the same time. The second analysis

was a two-way comparison where we examined the coalescence

of haplotypes within two lineages: one containing one of the

focal populations and the other containing all the other

individuals (from three populations). This was repeated four

times, and each time a different population was designated as

the focus for the comparison.

Simulating gene trees and gene coalescence (step 3)

The s values obtained in step 2 were compared with those

obtained from simulated gene trees (for the same sample size

of gene copies) constrained in the same type of population tree

under a specific set of conditions (effective population size and

branch length). Effective population size was fixed at Ne =

1000 across all simulations. Actual Ne-values are likely to be

much larger (see Table 2), but because Ne is held constant the

value does not influence the difference between rates of

coalescence in mitochondrial or nuclear genes, and hence does

not influence the significance of our results. The branch

lengths were all varied simultaneously and repeatedly until we

obtained a value that provided a conservative estimate for the

maximum possible branch lengths in the actual tree. This was

estimated as the branch length that gave the same value of s as

the minimum value for the set of most parsimonious trees in

c. 5% of the simulations. This provides an estimate for the

maximum length that the branches can take and still produce a

value of s consistent with that reconstructed from the set of

the most parsimonious trees. For an examination of drift,

lengthening the branches represents a conservative approach

because it increases the likelihood of coalescence of neutral loci

J. L. Brown et al.
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within a particular branch (resulting in genotypic sorting that

matches phenotypic sorting).

Simulating the coalescence of a hypothetical nuclear locus

(step 4)

Once the maximum value for the branch length was

determined, we simulated the coalescence of a hypothetical

nuclear locus controlling phenotype. Because the original

simulations were done using mtDNA genotypes (which are

haploid) we divided the branch lengths by 4 (equivalent to

multiplying the population size by 4). Simulations were

carried out 10,000 times. We then calculated the distribution

of the s statistic across the simulated trees. An s value of 3 for

a four-way comparison represents complete sorting among all

populations. For pairwise comparisons of one population

against the three others, complete sorting would be indicated

by s = 1 (indicating that at least one of the populations is

fixed for a distinct allele). The significance of the test depends

on the frequency distribution of s in the nuclear gene tree

coalescence simulations. For example, if a value of 3 occurs at

a frequency of 5% or more (in the four-way comparison),

then we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the divergence

of the hypothetical nuclear locus is due to neutral divergence

under random genetic drift. In contrast, if a value of 3 occurs

< 5% of the time, we can reject the null hypothesis that drift

explains the colour variation in present-day strawberry

poison frogs.

Testing for selection in the context of observed phylogenetic

topology (step 5)

The s-statistic is insensitive to the topology of the tree,

depending instead on levels of monophyly within populations.

In order to replicate this test with a method that is sensitive to

the topology of the phylogeny, we carried out the same test

described above, but we characterized the coalescent process

using Maddison’s (1997) measure of ‘deep coalescence’. This

statistic measures the discordance of a gene tree from a

population or species tree. We carried out this test on two

distinct topologies, one representing the results of Hagemann

& Pröhl (2007), as seen in Fig. 1(b), and another that uses

geographic distance for a ‘paired’ binary tree, with the Pastores

and San Cristobal populations as one pair and the Aguacate

and Popa populations as the other (data not shown). This test

was applied to the four-way comparison only.

RESULTS

Phenotypic variation: colour and body size

Colour variation exhibited no overlap between populations

(see Fig. 4a). All four populations were highly significantly

different from one another (F3,90 = 478.2, P < 0.001; Tukey

post hoc comparisons; all pairwise comparisons, P < 0.001).

Populations differed significantly in body size (Fig. 4b;

F3,58 = 23.69, P < 0.001) and females were significantly larger

than males (effect of gender after accounting for population

differences: F1,57 = 24.52, P < 0.001). The extent of sexual size

dimorphism did not differ significantly between populations

(F3,54 = 2.34, P = 0.0835).

Unlike colour variation, size variation within each of the

populations overlapped with that of at least one other

population (Fig. 4b; female size ranges overlapped for

all populations). Aguacate and Pastores frogs did not differ

in size (both sexes P > 0.24), nor did females from Cayo Agua

and San Cristobal (P = 0.12). Thus, while colour scores

accurately assigned individuals to populations, adult body size

did not.

Table 2 Spatial data on our sampling sites for Oophaga pumilio in the Bocas del Toro archipelago, Panama: approximate area, distance and

name of the closest body of land, sister population relationships of O. pumilio and a maximum estimate of effective population size.

Island/peninsula

Approximate

area (km2)

Name of closest

body of land

(distance, km)

Sister population(s)*

(distance, km)

Gross estimate of

maximum effective

population size (·1000)�

Isla Bocas� 65.0 Mainland (1.4) Bastimentos (2.3) 8000

Isla Bastimentos 54.1 Bocas (2.3) Bocas (2.3) 6600

Cayo Agua 15.5 Isla Popa (2.0) Aguacate (10.0) 1900

Isla Popa 57.8 Aguacate (0.8) A clade containing

all islands

7000

Isla Pastores 2.4 Mainland§ (0.8) Mainland§ (0.8) 300

Isla San Cristobal 39.2 Aguacate (0.6) Aguacate (0.6) 4800

Aguacate 108.0 n.a. See Fig. 4 13,100

n.a., not applicable.

*Based on the majority of individuals from the same population.

�Calculated by: [total area/average male territory (16.4 m2 from Pröhl & Berke, 2001)] · 2 (assuming equal sex ratios). This estimate assumes that

each island is homogeneous and entirely hospitable.

�Also known as ‘Isla Colon’.

§Ojo de Agua.
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Genetic variation

Both the set of most parsimonious trees and the set of ML trees

showed substantial evidence of reticulation, or lack of

reciprocal monophyly for populations. Figure 3 shows the

topology of the ML tree, with bootstrap support values. In

order to determine whether this lack of reciprocal monophyly

was significant, we tested a most parsimonious tree (from the

parsimony analysis) and the tree with the highest likelihood

(from the ML analysis) against a tree constrained to be

completely reciprocally monophyletic, using (respectively) the

Templeton test (Templeton, 1983) and the Shimodaira–

Hasegawa test (Shimodaira & Hasegawa, 1999). The tree

constrained to be reciprocally monophyletic was significantly

longer than the unconstrained tree under parsimony (146 steps

longer, z = )7.37, P < 0.001, Templeton’s test). The tree

constrained to be reciprocally monophyletic had a significantly

lower likelihood than the maximum likelihood tree calculated

in garli (log likelihood difference = 485.86, P < 0.001, Shi-

modaira–Hasegawa test). The values of Tajima’s D-test were

either not significant or were negative, thus providing no

evidence of balancing selection.

For the coalescence analyses (Fig. 1b), we discuss the results

from the tree topology identical to the most likely topology in

Hagemann & Pröhl (2007), which was also consistent with our

phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 3). Figure 1(b) shows a ‘contained

tree’ (a population tree and the gene haplotypes it contains)

that shows the coalescence of d-loop haplotypes within the

population tree. Comparisons using the alternative (‘star’)

topology gave equivalent results, so we do not present them in

detail. The minimum value of s calculated across the set of

81,300 most parsimonious trees was 6. Use of the minimum is

conservative, as the mean value was substantially higher (10.4).

The branch length that yielded a value of 6 for s in 5% of the

coalescence simulations was 0.9N generations, where N was set

to 1000 (this value was used for all populations, and hence did

not influence population differences in branch lengths).

Dividing this branch length by 4 (in order to simulate the

coalescence of a nuclear gene controlling colour) yielded a

branch length of 225 generations. Running the simulation with

this value for the branch lengths produced an s of 4 for the

lowest value, which occurred in fewer than 5% of the

simulations. Further, the value s = 3, representing complete

lineage sorting (or complete reciprocal monophyly, in which

every population has its own unique set of haplotypes), did not

occur. Together, these results indicate that the observed

phenotypic sorting of spectral reflectance (Fig. 4) is highly

unlikely (P < 0.001) to be the result of neutral coalescence.

Similar results were found using Maddison’s (1997) measure

of deep coalescence. A deep coalescence value of 0 represents

complete reciprocal monophyly (lineage sorting); however,

our simulations (with the appropriate branch lengths) pro-

duced a minimum value of 12. Again, this provides evidence

for the action of diversifying selection on colour across these

populations. For the pairwise comparisons, each of the four

comparisons showed that the probability of achieving the value

of s expected under reciprocal monophyly (1) was very low

(P < 0.001). Hence, even if we assume that the colour

divergence among these four populations is controlled by the

fixation of a single allele, neutral divergence does not provide a

satisfactory explanation.

DISCUSSION

Many authors have hypothesized that colour is the target of

divergent selection between O. pumilio populations in the

Bocas del Toro archipelago (Daly & Myers, 1967; Summers

et al., 1997; Siddiqi et al., 2004; Hagemann & Pröhl, 2007;

Pröhl et al., 2007; Rudh et al., 2007; Wang & Shaffer, 2008).

Here we present the first quantitative analysis to support this

claim, with evidence for trait fixation that cannot be explained

by neutral processes.

(a) (b)

Figure 4 Phenotypic trait distribution across four populations of Oophaga pumilio from the Bocas del Toro archipelago, Panama: Aguacate

Peninsula, Isla Pastores, Cayo Agua and Isla San Cristobal. Boxes indicate 25th and 75th percentiles intersected by the median (thin line) and

mean (thick line). Vertical lines and symbols indicate the data range. (a) Coloration. Summarizing dorsal and ventral coloration in one

colour metric, trait values do not overlap between populations. (b) Body size (snout–vent length in mm). Plotted are the 50% largest

individuals in each population, separately for males (grey boxes) and females (open boxes). Sample sizes are indicated as n(males) +

n(females). In contrast with coloration, there is considerable size overlap between populations.
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Our phylogenetic analysis revealed that lineage sorting is

incomplete for the d-loop region sequences used in this study.

Our statistical tests of monophyly (Templeton’s test and the

Shimodaira–Hasegawa test) demonstrated a highly significant

lack of reciprocal monophyly of haplotype lineages. This was

probably caused by a lack of sufficient time for the normal

processes of neutral coalescence to produce gene tree mono-

phyly between populations. Tajima’s D-statistics were consis-

tent with either neutral evolution or with purifying selection

within populations.

The coalescence simulations of the four populations for

which we quantified phenotypic variation demonstrated that

the probability of fixation of neutral markers is extremely

small, rejecting the null hypothesis of neutral evolution leading

to the fixation of alternative traits in different populations. In

contrast to this pattern of genetic polyphyly, our analysis of

spectral reflectance revealed relative uniformity of coloration

within populations and complete divergence between popula-

tions (Fig. 4a), implying strong divergent selection on this

trait. However, there was incomplete sorting by body size

(Fig. 4b): we found extensive overlap between populations in

both male and female body size, confirming earlier research

suggesting gradual evolution of this trait (Pröhl et al., 2007;

Rudh et al., 2007). By using objective measures of colour

(spectrometry), we were able to identify ‘cryptic’ divergence:

two populations that seem similar to the human eye in hue

(Cayo Agua and Isla Pastores; Fig. 1a), exhibit distinct spectral

features (Figs 2 & 4) and are probably not the most closely

related (Fig. 3). It should be noted, however, that there are

other coloration traits that are also distinct between these two

populations, specifically leg coloration (sky blue on Cayo

Agua; green-brown on Isla Pastores). In addition to limb

coloration, our phenotypic analysis ignored population vari-

ation in melanistic patterning. This means that we have only

captured part of the variation in coloration in this species, and

that further analyses could identify additional coloration traits

under selection.

While showing that the extreme divergence in O. pumilio

coloration is likely to be caused by selection, our simulations

do not identify the underlying mechanisms. Circumstantial

evidence suggests that female choice for dorsal coloration

could contribute to divergence (Summers et al., 1997), and

recent experimental tests of female colour morph preferences

are consistent with that hypothesis (Summers et al., 1999;

Reynolds & Fitzpatrick, 2007; Maan & Cummings, 2008).

Sexual selection alone would not necessarily explain the initial

divergence in coloration among populations, but it is quite

possible (even likely) that genetic drift (with or without

founder effects) would interact with female colour preferences

to trigger divergence (Garcia-Ramos & Kirkpatrick, 1997;

Gavrilets, 2003). A recent theoretical study (Tazzyman &

Iwasa, 2009) confirms the logical rigour of this scenario

in detail for this specific system. This scenario is consistent

with the relatively small size of the main islands in the

Bocas del Toro archipelago, ranging from 2.4 to 65 km2

(Table 2).

In a recent study, Boul et al. (2007) combined coalescence

analysis of frog calls with examinations of female preferences

for these calls. The results were fully consistent with the

hypothesis that call divergence was driven by sexual selection.

In an aposematic organism such as O. pumilio, however, we

cannot attribute a phylogenetic signal of selection to female

mate choice alone. In addition to sexual selection pressures,

O. pumilio coloration is likely to be subject to natural

selection: these frogs are toxic (Daly & Myers, 1967; Saporito

et al., 2007b; M. E. Maan & M. E. Cummings, unpublished

data) and colour signals probably contribute to avoidance of

predation (Saporito et al., 2007a). Population differences in

local predator communities, light environments and/or the

availability of defensive alkaloids could lead to differences in

optimal signal design (Ruxton et al., 2004; Mappes et al., 2005;

Ratcliffe & Nydam, 2008).

The substantial lack of reciprocal monophyly observed may

be caused either by lack of lineage sorting due to recent

separation between these populations or to recent gene flow, or

a combination of both. Lack of lineage sorting seems

particularly likely to explain most examples, given that the

isolation of the islands began < 10,000 years ago, and was not

completed until as little as 1000 years ago (Summers et al.,

1997; Anderson & Handley, 2002). Moreover, recent research

using microsatellite markers indicates substantially reduced

gene flow among island populations relative to mainland

populations in Costa Rica (Wang & Summers, 2010).

Given the high levels of population polyphyly observed in

this study, we urge future researchers of O. pumilio phylo-

genetics to sample multiple individuals from each population,

to use both nuclear and mitochondrial genes and to consider

coalescence-based methods when estimating species trees.

Substantial variation in phylogenetic topologies among studies

(Summers et al., 1997; Hagemann & Pröhl, 2007; Rudh et al.,

2007; Wang & Shaffer, 2008) suggests that many nuclear and

mitochondrial genes have not yet coalesced. The assumption

that genes have coalesced may result in erroneous interpreta-

tion of biogeographic patterns or evolutionary relationships,

even when support levels (e.g. bootstrap values) are high

(Liang et al., 2009). On the other hand, if a lack of coalescence

is supported by robust sample sizes, it can be exploited to

identify selective processes. In particular, when lack of

coalescence is associated with different phenotypic trait

distributions (e.g. size and colour in the O. pumilio system),

this provides unique opportunities to examine evolution in

action.
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